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Introduction
The Greeks pioneered a battlefield formation called a phalanx. 

You’ve probably seen phalanxes in movies like 300, Troy, and Black 

Panther. It’s when soldiers, armed with long spears and interlocking 

shields, come together to form a tight-knit grouping of warriors. They 

fought and moved as one, always shoulder-to-shoulder and focused 

on a singular goal: to defeat the enemy and protect the group.

Over the centuries since Ancient Greece, hand-to-hand combat has 

been increasingly replaced with commerce, soldiers with sellers. But 

the need for coordination and alignment hasn’t diminished. 

In fact, the struggle continues to be quite real for creating and 

sustaining alignment between sales, marketing, and operations 

teams. At our core, we’re all driving towards one north star: growth. 

So then why does it have to be so complicated?

Too often we find that sales and marketing teams are struggling 

to fly in the same direction; marketing teams are pushing hard to 

drive inbound leads to their sales team, with little insight into what 

happens after they’ve been thrown over the metaphorical “fence”. 

Did the sales team follow up with the leads? If they say they did, why 

isn’t the activity logged in the CRM? 

But what if the source of our woes was not, in fact, our obstinate 

sales or marketing counterpart, but instead, an operational gap?

As with many of the most common sales and marketing 

technologies, they have evolved to fill some kind of operational 

void—before Salesforce, pipelines were managed in spreadsheets, 

before marketing automation we were using Mail Merge. And before 

the introduction of  Sales Engagement, salespeople were trying to 

hack the outbound sales motion with Salesforce tasks and post-it 

notes. Sales Engagement platforms are changing how sales teams 

of all sizes sell, but with that comes confusion within the operations 

function as to where it may fall in the sales stack. 

In this guide, you’ll learn why Sales Engagement does not replace 

your CRM or marketing automation system; how you can leverage the 

strengths of all three systems to solve your operational gaps while 

building alignment and trust between your teams; how to automate 

mundane tasks and allow sales teams to focus on what they do 

best—the art of selling.

We’ll also show you step-by-step instructions for building a system 

to handle your inbound leads in less than five minutes.
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Differentiating Between 
Marketing Automation, Sales 
Engagement, and CRM
How many different software solutions does your company use? 

Probably a lot. In fact, according the Netskope, Enterprises use 

an average of 1,181 cloud services. And it’s causing an epidemic of 

software fatigue. With so many tools to stay on top of, it’s tempting 

to make the most out of what you already have. Yet most of us realize 

these tools exist for a reason. Think about how overwhelming your 

inbox would be if your IT department said, “We don’t need Slack. We 

already have Gmail!” 

That being said, the strengths of different operational systems 

can be confusing. So we’ve broken it down so you can understand 

the strengths of the three main marketing and sales technologies: 

marketing automation, Sales Engagement, and CRM. 

Enterprises 
use an 
average of 
1,181 cloud 
services

https://resources.netskope.com/cloud-reports/february-2018-netskope-cloud-report
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Feature Marketing Automation Sales Engagement CRM

Scalable 1:1 communication

Send emails from third-party server

*Send emails directly from rep’s inbox (improves deliverability)

HTML-branded emails

Hosts landing pages

Web-to-lead forms

Lead routing

Data enrichment

Lead scoring

Multi-channel outreach strategy (phone, email, SMS, social media)

Individualized engagement insights (open/click tracking, reply detection, etc.)

Territory management

Sales-led communication

Marketing-led communication

Data repository

**Note: There is a large difference between how CRM syncs the mailbox vs. Sales Engagement (Outreach in particular). Sales Engagement is built to handle replies, events, tracking, and other things very well with a tight integration 
into the users’ workstream. CRM does not do that—it’s simply copying the email or event into your system, and in addition, quite rigid in terms of how and what email servers you can sync with. Those factors combined with the 
difficulty of actually connecting your email server result in very few SFDC orgs having been set up in a way that allows emails to be  to sent from their own email server. 

(limited)

Below is a table outlining the strengths of each system  
(not exhaustive in function).
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Why Marketing Automation 
shouldn’t be used for Sales 
Engagement
Marketing Automation should not be used to build or execute 

the tasks of a Sales Engagement platform. But when leveraged 

properly, these two technologies can help drive sales and 

marketing alignment.

Marketing automation is not a substitute for a Sales Engagement 

platform because:

1. Personal Engagement: Marketing automation is ideal for 

generating leads, but not for working them, i.e. reply detection 

is a key part of fostering a 1:1 communication.

2. Skills Gap: Marketing automation is too technical and dangerous 

to onboard new sales reps quickly. Marketing automation often 

takes special training and certification to reach proficiency 

or expert level. Most Marketing Operations teams would not 

want any sales rep in their system to create their own nurture 

programs. This leaves sales teams at the mercy of Marketing 

Operations’ prioritization and process management.

3. Omni-channel Engagement: Marketing automation lacks the 

flexibility needed for truly personal conversations. Typical 

marketing automation providers don’t support multi-channel 

task types like outbound phone calls or LinkedIn actions

4. Deliverability: Marketing Automation sends emails from a third-

party server, instead of directly from the sales reps’ inbox. Doing 

this will increase the chances that the email will get caught in 

spam filters.
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How to Leverage the Strengths 
of Marketing Automation, 
CRM and Sales Engagement to 
Follow Up with Your Leads In 
Under 5 Minutes
Modern operations leaders know the intrinsic value of lead response 

time but how critical is it to the bottom line? Dr. James Oldroyd, 

whose seminal work on lead response management continues to 

influence sales and marketing teams around the world, examined 

three years worth of inbound activity from six companies. He 

found that reps are 100 times more likely to connect with a lead if 

contacted within five minutes compared to 30 minutes. 

That being said, speed is not the only criteria for successful event 

follow-up. It sounds cliche, but if you can’t scale your operation, you 

won’t be able to manage it. It’s not just sales anymore that needs to 

be revenue efficient, but marketing teams as well.

Time-to-touch is critical to get the most bang for your buck, which is 

why we leverage Outreach Triggers to automate all our high-priority 

inbound leads for our sales team. 

https://support.outreach.io/hc/en-us/articles/221361788-Trigger-Overview
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Phone Call Task 
Teed Up

SDR sets up 
meeting with AE

Task Created in Outreach 
360 for Owner

Auto Task Created in 
Outreach for owner to 

take action

No

NoCurrent  
Customer?

Current  
Customer?

Send alert to  
CSM

It is important to note that marketing automation does have the 

ability to send an email within two minutes of a form fill, but the 

workflow breaks after that. Typically when marketing operations 

teams do this, an email is sent automatically, and they rely on email 

alerts to sales reps to continue the conversation. Relying on the 

human element of follow-up on marketing’s most important leads is 

too risky and hard to scale. 

The diagram below shows the basic order of operations to use 

marketing automation + CRM + Sales Engagement to follow up with 

your inbound leads (by a real person!) in under 5 minutes:

Fills out form

Lead Converted
and Routed

Sync and Score 
Lead

High Priority 
Form?

Sync and Score 
Lead

Lead Converted
and Routed

Yes

No

Yes

Sync and Score 
Lead

Outreach Trigger 
Runs

Outreach Trigger 
Runs

Outreach Trigger 
Runs

Lead  
Auto-sequenced

Emails sent on 
owner’s behalf

CSM sets  
up call

Legend

Handled in Marketing Automation

Handled in CRM

Handled in Marketing Automation

Handled in Outreach

Handled manually
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At a high level, here’s the order of operations:

1. Prospect fills out a form with their contact information.

2. A lead is created in your Marketing Automation platform and the 

information is then synced to your CRM.

3. Ideally, you would have rules set up that will appropriately route 

the lead based on the information collected via the form or a 

3rd-party enrichment service. Data points that can determine 

who the lead is routed to include vertical, company size, 

revenue, etc. It all depends on the attributes your company uses 

for segmentation.

4. The lead is routed and your sales engagement platform sends a 

follow-up message right away or queues up a call, directly from 

the rep’s inbox.

5. That lead has now been initially engaged and is placed in a 

sequence, which is a series of sales touches (email, call, 

InMail, text).

At Outreach, the first touch following the initial follow-up email is a 

phone call for qualified inbound leads. 

Most organizations with a sales operations and marketing function 

will likely already be handling steps 1-3. The handoff between CRM and 

sales follow-up is the piece of the puzzle that’s been missing (or the 

handoff between your system of record and your system of action). 

The handoff 
between 
CRM and 
sales follow-
up is the 
piece of the 
puzzle that’s 
been missing
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Data Integrity 
Alas, we would be remiss if we did not mention the elephant in 

the room: data cleanliness. Data integrity is the foundation to any 

efficient operational system. In order to be a world-class enterprise, 

one where you need to rely on data for ownership, relationships, or 

any other insight you must ensure data integrity. Having unreliable 

data and poor data practices are the equivalent of putting whiskey 

in a high-performing sports car. At best, the performance of the car 

will not reach its full potential. Worst-case scenario, you’ll have a 

drunk automobile. 

There are a few critical components to this data “fuel” that 

organizations should consider as they build out a reliable and 

dependable operational system. Use the following checklist to make 

sure you’re ready to handle: 

Reliable CRM sync to third-party vendors: Having a reliable CRM 

sync when connecting third party-software into your CRM is critical. 

Where and how your data syncs to and from systems is critical to 

data cleanliness. Here are some points to consider when doing your 

evaluation:

 Error-handling: the sync must be capable of handling errors 

between your CRM and the external system. What happens when 

an error occurs? Is there logging? Does the sync retry later? Does 

it just continue to fail to sync? These are important qualifying 

questions you should ask when it comes to the potential impact 

the sync will have your data.

 Required fields and other validations: Ensure systems 

syncing with your CRM abide by your business rules and 

system requirements. For example, Salesforce requires a Last 

Name when creating a Lead so the sync must be capable and 

configured such that a ‘default’ Last Name is used to ensure 

syncing integrity.

 Opportunity Stage: This is more of a business decision, but be 

aware of how often a system is capable of syncing to and from 

your CRM. For example, is it capable of using the Salesforce 

Streaming API to receive near-instant updates without eating API 

limits?
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Account-Based Model

Scott Wong, 7x certified Salesforce Administrator, recommends an 

Account-Based model: 

“At a high level, an account-based model means all your data 

on a prospect account lives under one hub—the centralization 

of data enables sales organizations to make more informed 

decisions about how to target an account, making it easier 

to enforce rules of engagement, and provides a connected 

technical framework to build automation and other 

enhancements on.”

While it may have taken a lot of technical resources in the past 

to effectively set up an account-based model, there are now an 

abundance of 3rd-party tools like LeanData that make it easy for any 

stage company to build and scale an account-based model without a 

large technical team.

“At a high level, an account-
based model means all 
your data on a prospect 
account lives under one 
hub—the centralization 
of data enables sales 
organizations to make more 
informed decisions about 
how to target an account, 
making it easier to enforce 
rules of engagement, and 
provides a connected 
technical framework to 
build automation and other 
enhancements on.”

https://www.leandatainc.com/
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Duplicates 

Rachael Siegel, data integrity expert, says: 

“Data cleanliness is everything for a business. Without it, how 

can you say with any kind of certainty that your team is reaching 

out to the right leads? That the reports you’re sharing with your 

executive team are a true snapshot of the business? Maintaining 

a high standard with your data quality should be a top priority in 

any business.”

Holding multiple records in your CRM or third-party databases is a 

common issue when it comes to data management. Simply, having 

duplicates in your database can cause confusion and misinformation 

being spread throughout the organization.

The following are potential problems with having duplicates in your 

database:

 Data flow disruption: Duplicate records disrupt accurate  

data flow between all systems that are connected to your  

CRM including your marketing automation and Sales 

Engagement platforms.

 Cost: Duplicate records often impact the cost of data storage in 

your CRM and marketing automation.

 Reporting and analytics: Duplicate records can cause 

inaccurate reporting and analytics in your CRM system.

 Activity History: Duplicate records can cause confusion with 

your reps. On which lead/contact should the reps’ activities be 

recorded? You may be working leads and contacts that only tell 

half the story, and missing out on important context.
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Technology Checklist
We’ve discussed a lot of operational best practices to help 

organizations optimize their inbound lead flow, and help automate 

and scale their follow-up efforts. You’ll need to leverage the 

strengths of marketing automation, CRM, and Sales Engagement in 

order to achieve this optimal state, but there are some features and 

functionality to look for when evaluating new technologies:

 Dependable Bi-directional Sync: When evaluating any vendor 

that will potentially connect to your CRM, be sure to fully vet 

the reliability of the CRM sync. While competing companies 

claim to have a bi-directional database sync, most do not. 

Outreach has invested significant resources into creating a 

proper enterprise-grade, bi-directional sync that allows users to 

bring data from any record or field, and then update that data 

back to your CRM.

 Reliable Triggers: Outreach’s triggers are the most actionable 

and reliable of any Sales Engagement platform and can process 

the scale at which growing enterprises require for inbound 

lead handling.

 Deduplication Management: When evaluating a product that 

may be connected to your CRM, check to see if the integration 

has a documented method for handling duplicates between your 

CRM and their system. If any objects, such as Leads, are being 

created in 2 separate systems, this is critical to maintaining a 

clean database. If there is no reliable duplicate management 

plan or method, designate a source for the object data in one 

system. As mentioned above, vendors like LeanData make 

it easy for companies to manage data integrity as they scale, 

including deduplication.

 Lead/Contact Routing: As mentioned above, moving to an 

account-based sales model is important for ensuring accurate 

data practice.

https://www.leandatainc.com/
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Business Impact 
Learning to leverage different systems like marketing automation, 

Sales Engagement, and CRM is no easy feat. But if you can learn to 

play on the strengths of all three, you’ll have a seamless inbound 

handling process that not only takes load off your revenue teams, 

but helps drive the bottom line for the business.
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Outreach.io / tweet us: @outreach_io

Ready to learn more? 

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.outreach.io/
https://www.outreach.io/lp/watch-demo

